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NEW QUESTION: 1
A client wants to create a custom view-only security role that
allows users to view the customer list in the accounts
receivable module. It must be accurately reported during a

security audit.
You need to recommend how to implement the privileges.
Which five actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.powerobjects.com/blog/2018/01/23/dynamics-365-for-f
inance-and-operations-security/

NEW QUESTION: 2
You plan to use the In Database Archiving feature of Oracle
Database 12c, and store rows that are inactive for over three
months, in Hybrid Columnar Compressed (HCC) format.
Which three storage options support the use of HCC?
A. ASM disk groups with ASM disks consisting of Exadata Grid
Disks.
B. ASM disk groups with ASM disks consisting of LUNS on any
Storage Area Network array
C. Database files stored in any file system and accessed using
the Oracle Direct NFS feature
D. ASM disk groups with ASM disks consisting of LUNs on Pillar
Axiom Storage arrays
E. Database files stored in ZFS and accessed using the Oracle
Direct NFS feature
F. ASM disk groups with ASM disks consisting of any zero padded
NFS-mounted files
G. Database files stored in ZFS and accessed using conventional
NFS mounts.
Answer: A,D,E
Explanation:
HCC requires the use of Oracle Storage - Exadata (A), Pillar
Axiom (G) or Sun ZFS Storage Appliance (ZFSSA).
Note:
*Hybrid Columnar Compression, initially only available on
Exadata, has been extended to support
Pillar Axiom and Sun ZFS Storage Appliance (ZFSSA) storage when
used with Oracle Database Enterprise Edition 11.2.0.3 and above
*Oracle offers the ability to manage NFS using a feature called
Oracle Direct NFS (dNFS). Oracle Direct NFS implements NFS V3
protocol within the Oracle database kernel itself. Oracle
Direct NFS client overcomes many of the challenges associated
with using NFS with the Oracle Database with simple
configuration, better performance than traditional NFS clients,
and offers consistent configuration across platforms.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following scenarios that cover end-to-end process
between headquarters and subsidiaries in a SAP S/4HANA Cloud
two-tier landscape were highlighted in this unit?
Note: There are 3 correct answers in this question
A. Manufacturing
B. Recruiting
C. Procure to Pay
D. Core Finance
Answer: A,C,D
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